
Eastspring Investments -
China A Shares Growth Fund

Key information

Asset class Equity
ISIN (Class A) LU1969619763
Bloomberg ticker (Class A) ESCAGFA LX
Fund size (mil) 243.2
Fund base currency USD
Share class dealing currency (Class A) USD
Net asset value (Class A) USD 11.805
Inception date (Class A) 10-Apr-19
Domicile Luxembourg
Fund type UCITS
SFDR Classification Article 8 fund
Style
Concentrated All Cap Growth
Benchmark (BM)
MSCI China A Index
Portfolio Management:
PM: Jie Lu
Years of experience - since 2006
Investment Advisor of China Equities
Shanghai based CIO: Michelle Qi
Years of experience - since 1997
Investment manager
Eastspring Investments (Singapore) Limited

^The MSCI Index is calculated with dividends
reinvested.

Key measures

Fund BM

No. of portfolio holdings 54 817
3Y tracking error (%) 10.06* –
3Y sharpe ratio 0.27* 0.30
3Y standard deviation (%) 26.04* 22.34
Alpha -0.04 –
Beta 1.07 –
Information Ratio -0.44 –

*Source: Morningstar

Strategy Overview

The Fund seeks to maximize long-term growth of capital by investing primarily in onshore
Chinese equities (A shares) listed on the Shanghai Stock Exchange and/or the Shenzhen Stock
Exchange. The Fund combines top-down macro analysis with bottom-up fundamental analysis
to construct a concentrated growth portfolio

Investment Process

1. Utilizing proprietary quantitative tools and scorecard, research analysts screen investment
universe of onshore Chinese “A” shares to build a stock pool of target stocks. This helps
to narrow down and prioritize stocks for further fundamental research.

2. Qualitative adjustments can be made to conviction list based on fundamental inputs
including; business catalysts, quality of management and business model, governance and
projected growth potential. The objective is to narrow the universe to a pool of 200-300
stocks.

3. Top-down, macroeconomic analysis coupled with fundamental sector valuation analysis
focusing on longer-term, secular growth drivers, determine sector allocations.

4. Bottom-up stock selection informed by rigorous fundamental research taking into
account; company growth drivers, earnings sustainability, valuation, and risk factors
(financial risks, downside risk and volatility, and material ESG risks) determine highest
conviction investment ideas.

5. Portfolio construction executed by portfolio management team and guided by
quantitative risk oversight process results in a high conviction, high active share portfolio
of 30-55 holdings. Position sizing determined by conviction level.

Why Eastspring

Pursuit of alpha through a differentiated, Asian lens
History of operating in some of the most diverse, illiquid and inefficient markets in the
world positions us well for emerging and developed markets investment
Alignment of interests and history of investing alongside our clients
Commitment of seed capital to innovate new strategies and willingness to customize
solutions for clients
Risk management is embedded in our DNA with a long history of managing liability-linked
assets
On the ground presence in China and knowledge of local/regional government influence
on businesses and the economy
Michelle Qi, Research Advisor of China Equities (Shanghai based CIO), of Eastspring
Investment Management (Shanghai) Company Limited (“Eastspring Shanghai”) has been
investing in onshore Chinese equities for over 19 years

Performance

Calendar year returns (%) (Class A)
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Source: Eastspring Investments (Singapore) Limited. Past performances is not a guide to future
performance and should not be the sole factor of consideration when selecting a product. The returns
shown during the first year relate to the performance of the share class since its inception to the end of that
calendar year. For full details, please refer to the performance disclosure.
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Portfolio Characteristics

Fund BM

Weighted average market
cap (USD, bil)

9.0 12.2

P/B forward (12m) 2.8 1.7
P/E forward (12m) 17.1 12.8
Active share (%) 78.8 –
Annual turnover (%) 91.4 –

Sector allocation (%)

Fund BM

Industrials 16.9 15.5
Health care 16.5 9.0
Information technology 14.5 15.0
Consumer staples 13.2 16.0
Consumer discretionary 11.2 6.0
Financials 11.0 17.4
Materials 9.0 12.0
Real estate 2.9 1.6
Others 1.0 7.5
Cash and cash equivalents 3.8 0.0

Due to rounding, the allocation table may not add up
to 100%.

Market allocation (%)

Fund BM

China 96.2 100.0
Cash and cash equivalents 3.8 0.0

Due to rounding, the allocation table may not add up
to 100%.

Top 10 holdings (%)

1. CHINA MERCHANTS BANK CO LTD A 4.3

2. BANK OF NINGBO CO LTD 4.1

3. SHENZHEN INOVANCE TECHNOLOGY CO LTD 3.9

4. KWEICHOW MOUTAI CO LTD 3.6

5. CONTEMPORARY AMPEREX TECHNOLOGY CO LTD 3.2

6. WULIANGYE YIBIN CO LTD 3.2

7. CHINA TOURISM GROUP DUTY FREE CORP LTD 3.0

8. BYD CO LTD A 2.8

9. PING AN INSURANCE GROUP CO OF CHINA LTD 2.6

10. YIXINTANG PHARMACEUTICAL GROUP CO LTD 2.6

Sum Top 10 Concentration 33.1

Performance

Cumulative returns (%) Annualised returns (%)

Class 1 m 3 m YTD 1 y
3 y

(p.a.)
5 y

(p.a.)
10 y
(p.a.)

Since
inception

(p.a.)
Class A -2.1 1.6 1.6 -13.6 3.8 – – 4.3

Benchmark
(BM)

0.0 4.7 4.7 -9.2 8.1 – – 3.2

Relative -2.1 -3.1 -3.1 -4.4 -4.3 – – 1.1

Rolling 12-month returns (%)
From 31 Mar 2022 31 Mar 2021 31 Mar 2020 31 Mar 2019 31 Mar 2018
To 31 Mar 2023 31 Mar 2022 31 Mar 2021 31 Mar 2020 31 Mar 2019

Class A -13.6 -20.1 62.1 – –

Benchmark
(BM)

-9.2 -8.0 51.1 – –

Relative -4.4 -12.1 11.0 – –

Performance Disclosure:
(p.a.): per annum. Source: Eastspring Investments (Singapore) Limited. Returns are based in share class
currency and computed using the NAV price on bid-bid basis with net income reinvested. The NAV price is net
of all fees, expenses and withholding taxes. Calendar year returns are based on the share class performance for
the year and if the share class is incepted during a particular year, the returns shown relate to the performance
of the share class since its inception till end of that calendar year. Fees and expenses vary among share classes,
further information is available in the Prospectus. Since inception returns for periods less than a year are not
annualised. The benchmark for the hedged share classes, if any, is also calculated on a hedged basis.
Benchmark is for information purposes only unless specifically referenced in the Investment Objective. The
monthly fund and benchmark returns calculated are aligned to the last NAV date of the fund for the month.
Past performances is not a guide to future performance and should not be the sole factor of
consideration when selecting a product.

Benchmark: This Sub-Fund aims to outperform the return of MSCI China A Index ("Benchmark"). The Sub-
Fund is actively managed. The Benchmark has been selected because it is representative of the investment
universe of the Sub-Fund and it is therefore an appropriate performance comparator. The majority of the Sub-
Fund’s equity securities will not necessarily be components of, or have weightings derived from the Benchmark.
The Investment Manager will use its discretion to overweight or underweight certain components of the
Benchmark and may invest in companies or sectors not included in the Benchmark in order to take advantage
of specific investment opportunities. It is thus expected that the performance of the Sub-Fund will moderately
deviate from the Benchmark.
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Environmental, social and governance (ESG) characteristics

Fund BM

3.74 3.18

Overall ESG score

86.96
99.92

ESG Coverage (%
weight)

144.78

299.84

Carbon Intensity
(Tonnes/$M sales)

93.03
99.86

Carbon Intensity
Coverage (% weight)

All data is from MSCI ESG Fund Ratings. Note the fund’s ESG characteristics may differ from MSCI ESG Fund Ratings from time to time.

Potential risks and opportunities relating to environmental, social and governance factors are considered within the context of the investment objective of the fund, the fund’s
investment philosophy, investment approach and process. For the avoidance of any doubt, the above benchmark is a performance benchmark as per section 1.1 of the SICAV
Prospectus and is not used as a reference for the attainment of the fund’s E/S characteristics. The fund’s aggregate ESG score and weighted average carbon intensity data are to
be considered as outcomes of the investment approach and are not necessarily direct determinants of investment decisions. The fund’s aggregate ESG score is derived from third
party ESG vendor methodologies and are disclosed for illustrative purposes only. The ESG scoring methodology reflects the analysis and opinions of the third party ESG vendor,
which may differ from the overall investment view held by the fund.

Glossary

Overall ESG Score: Overall ESG Scores represents either the ESG Ratings Final Industry Adjusted Score or Government Adjusted ESG Score of the issuer.
ESG Rating indicate how well an issuer manages its most material ESG risks relative to sector peers. Government Ratings indicates overall
environmental, social and governance (ESG) performance of a region. The Overall ESG Score is provided on a 0 to 10 score, with 0 and 10 being the
respective lowest and highest possible scores.

ESG Coverage: Percentage of a fund’s holdings that have ESG ratings data.

Carbon Intensity: This figure is measured by Weighted Average Carbon Intensity (WACI) which is the volume of carbon emissions per million dollars of
revenue, expressed in CO2e/$M revenue. The carbon emissions of a company cover scope 1 and scope 2 carbon emissions.

Carbon Intensity Coverage: Percentage of a fund’s holdings that have Carbon Intensity data

Environmental, social and governance (ESG) methodology

Eastspring Investments China A Shares Growth Fund is a fund qualifying as Article 8 fund within the meaning of Sustainable Finance Disclosure
Regulation (EU 2019/2088), promoting environmental (E) and Social (S) characteristics without engaging into sustainable investing. This Sub-Fund aims
to generate long-term capital growth by investing primarily in onshore Chinese equities (A shares) listed on the Shanghai Stock Exchange and/or the
Shenzhen Stock Exchange. The sub-fund namely promotes factors affecting climate change and resource management, corporate governance issues as
well as social objectives such as diversity and inclusion, health and wellbeing etc. 90% of the sub-fund’s investments will be aligned with ESG
characteristics.

ESG characteristics are considered and integrated in the investment process based on the “Assess-Engage-Monitor” Framework employed by the
investment manager, who also commits to monitor the investee company’s progress using both quantitative and qualitative assessments to measure
improvement as well as any financially material environmental and social factors as part of the research, portfolio construction and ongoing portfolio
risk review. The Investment Manager utilizes dedicated sets of data and methodologies to address sustainability indicators, to identify environmental
and social characteristics and integrates this information into the investment decision-making process and ongoing monitoring of the Sub-Fund.

Further SFDR disclosures, including information on the promotion of environmental and social characteristics by the fund are available under the
SICAV Prospectus as well as under https://www.eastspring.com/lu/funds/fund-downloads.
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Share class details

Class Currency Bloomberg ticker ISIN Inception date

*Minimum
initial

investment

*Minimum
subsequent
investment

Class A USD ESCAGFA LX LU1969619763 10-Apr-19 USD500 USD50

Class R USD ESCAGRU LX LU2199555967 15-Jul-20 USD500 USD50

Class.
Initial sales charges%

(max)
Annual management

fee% (max)
Initial sales charges%

(current)
Annual management

fee% (current)
Ongoing charges%

Class A 5.000 1.500 5.000 1.500 1.750

Class R 5.000 0.750 None 0.750 1.000

Class
Distribution
frequency

Ex-date
Dividend
per share

Annual
dividend
yield %

Class A N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.

Class R N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.

Ongoing charges vary from year to year and do not include portfolio transaction cost. Ongoing charges are based on estimated expenses of another Sub-fund for Share Class A;
Ongoing charges are based on estimated expenses of another share class for Share Class R.

R-class shares are not sold directly to investors, but to financial intermediaries that serve investors. The intermediary executes the purchase of the funds on behalf of the investor,
as well as the sale and exchange. The Sales Charge may be modified for certain financial intermediaries who submit trades on behalf of eligible investors. As allowed in the
Prospectus, Eastspring and the financial intermediaries have agreed to waive the Sales Charge for all purchases for the fee-based R share class. Always consult your financial
adviser. For more about charges, see the prospectus.

Distributions are not guaranteed and may fluctuate. Past distributions are not necessarily indicative of future trends, which may be lower. Distribution payouts and its frequency
are determined by the Board of Directors, and can be made out of (a) income; or (b) net capital gains; or (c) capital of the Fund or a combination of any of (a) and/or (b) and/or
(c). The payment of distributions should not be confused with the Fund’s performance, rate of return or yield. Any payment of distributions by the Fund will result in an
immediate reduction in the net asset value per share. Funds with Monthly and Quarterly Distribution Frequency: Annualised Dividend yield = (Dividend per share / Reference NAV
at start of distribution period) x (No. of calendar days in a year / No. of calendar days in distribution period) x 100%. Funds with Yearly Distribution Frequency: Annualised
Dividend Yield = (Dividend amount / Total Net Assets) x (No. of calendar days in a year / No. of calendar days in distribution period) x 100%. *Or their near equivalent in any
major freely convertible currency of the amounts specified. "N.A.": This share class does not distribute dividends.
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION

Prior to investing, Investors should read the Prospectus and Key Investor Information Document (“KIID”).

For Professional Clients / Qualified Investors only – not for Retail use or distribution.

The information contained herein is intended for use with current or prospective clients of Eastspring Investments. The information is not intended for
distribution or use by any person in any jurisdiction where such distribution would be contrary to local law or regulation.

Eastspring Investments Inc. (Eastspring US) primary activity is to provide certain marketing, sales servicing, and client support in the US on behalf of
Eastspring Investment (Singapore) Limited (“Eastspring Singapore”). Eastspring Singapore is an affiliated investment management entity that is
domiciled and registered under, among other regulatory bodies, the Monetary Authority of Singapore (MAS). Eastspring Singapore is also registered
with the US Securities and Exchange Commission as a registered investment adviser. Eastspring US seeks to identify and introduce to Eastspring
Singapore potential institutional client prospects. Such prospects, once introduced, would contract directly with Eastspring Singapore for any
investment management or advisory services. In marketing Eastspring Singapore’s services, the Adviser’s employees also may make recommendations
about securities that constitute investment advice. Eastspring US does not contract directly with any prospective client, nor does it have any discretion
over client assets, nor does it trade, deal or direct trading in any security, client account or fund. Eastspring US does not receive or retain any assets or
securities, nor does it serve as a custodian or direct any custodial decisions. Additional information about Eastspring Investments is also is available on
the SEC’s website at www.adviserinfo.sec.gov.

The Fund is not registered in the U.S. under the Investment Company Act of 1940, as amended, nor the Securities Act of 1933, as amended (1933 Act).
Shares may not be offered or sold, directly or indirectly, in the U.S. or to any ‘U.S. Person,’ as defined by Regulation S of the 1933 Act.

This report is provided for informational purposes only and is not intended to be, and should not be construed as, an offer, solicitation or
recommendation with respect to any transaction and should not be treated as legal advice, investment advice or tax advice. References to specific
securities and their issuers are for illustrative purposes only and are not intended and should not be interpreted as recommendations to purchase or
sell such securities.

Eastspring Investments and its affiliates may have positions in and may effect transactions in the markets, contracts and related investments different
than described in this information. This information is obtained from sources believed to be reliable, and its accuracy and completeness are not
guaranteed. Information does not constitute a recommendation of any investment strategy, is not intended as investment advice and does not take
into account all the circumstances of each investor. Opinions and forecasts discussed are subject to change without notice.

“Professional Investors” refers to definition provided in Directive 2004/39/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 21 April 2004, the
“MiFID Directive” as amended).

This document is issued by Eastspring Investments (Luxembourg) S.A., 26, Boulevard Royal, 2449 Luxembourg, Grand-Duchy of Luxembourg. The issuer
makes no guarantee of the accuracy and completeness of this document and is not responsible for error of transmission of factual or analytical nor
shall it be liable for damages arising out of any person’s reliance upon this information.

Eastspring Investments is an open-ended investment company with variable capital (“Société d’Investissement à Capital Variable” or “SICAV”)
registered in the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg, which qualifies as an Undertaking for Collective in Transferable Securities (“UCITS”) under relevant EU
legislation. The Management Company of the SICAV is Eastspring Investments (Luxembourg) S.A. (“Management Company”).

All transactions into the SICAV should be based on the current Prospectus and the Key Investor Information Document (“KIID”) of the relevant sub-
fund in applicable local language. Such documents, together with the articles of incorporation, the latest annual and semi-annual reports of the SICAV,
may be obtained free of charge from the Management Company.

Prospective investors are invited to further consider the risk warnings section of the Prospectus. This document is solely for information and does not
have any regard to the specific investment objectives, financial or tax situation and the particular needs of any specific person who may receive this
document. This document is not intended as an offer, a solicitation of offer or a recommendation, to deal in shares of securities or any financial
instruments.

Please refer to the offering documents for details on fees and charges, dealing & redemption, product features, risk factors and seek professional
advice before making any investment decision. An investment in the SICAV is subject to investment risks, including the possible loss of the principal
amount invested. The value of shares in any sub-fund of the SICAV and the income accruing to the shares, if any, may fall or rise. Where an investment
is denominated in a currency other than the base currency of a sub-fund of the SICAV, exchange rates may have an adverse effect on the value price or
income of that investment. Investors should not make any investment decision solely based on this document. Investors may wish to seek advice from a
financial adviser before purchasing shares of any sub-fund of the SICAV. In the event that an investor may choose not to seek advice from a financial
adviser, the latter should consider carefully whether the sub-fund in question is suitable for him.

Past performance and the predictions, projections, or forecasts on the economy, securities markets or the economic trends of the markets are not
necessarily indicative of the future or likely performance of the SICAV. There are limitations to the use of indices as proxies for the past performance
in the respective asset classes/sector.

Any sub-fund of the SICAV may use derivative instruments for efficient portfolio management and hedging purposes.

This paragraph is only applicable to sub-funds of the SICAV, which distribute dividends. Any sub-fund of the SICAV may, at its discretion, pay
dividends out of capital or gross income while charging all or part of its fees and expenses to its capital, resulting in higher distributable income. Thus,
any sub-fund of the SICAV may effectively pay dividends out of capital. Payment of dividends out of capital (effective or not) amounts to a return or
withdrawal of part of an investor’s original investment or from any capital gains attributable to that original investment, which will result in an
immediate reduction of the net asset value per share. The distributions, including amounts and frequency, are not guaranteed and are subject to the
discretion of the SICAV’s Board of Directors. Past dividends are not a forecast or projection of future distributions.
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European Union Sustainable Finance Disclosure Regulation (EU SFDR) aims to help investors by providing more transparency on the degree to which
financial products have environmental and/or social characteristics, invest in sustainable investments or have sustainable objectives. The regulation
requires specific firm-level disclosures from investment advisers to the degree to which sustainability is a consideration. An Article 8 Fund under SFDR is
defined as a Fund which promotes, among other characteristics, environmental or social characteristics, or a combination of those characteristics,
provided that the companies in which the investments are made follow good governance practices.

Eastspring Investments companies (excluding JV companies) are ultimately wholly-owned/indirect subsidiaries/associates of Prudential plc in the United
Kingdom. Eastspring Investments companies (including JV’s) and Prudential plc are not affiliated in any manner with Prudential Financial, Inc., a
company whose principal place of business is in the United States of America or with the Prudential Assurance Company, a subsidiary of M&G plc, a
company incorporated in the United Kingdom.

Source: MSCI. This report contains information (the “Information”) sourced from MSCI Inc., its affiliates or information providers (the “MSCI Parties”) and may
have been used to calculate scores, ratings or other indicators. The Information is for internal use only, and may not be reproduced/redisseminated in any form, or
used as a basis for or a component of any financial instruments or products or indices. The MSCI Parties do not warrant or guarantee the originality, accuracy
and/or completeness of any data or Information herein and expressly disclaim all express or implied warranties, including of merchantability and fitness for a
particular purpose. The Information is not intended to constitute investment advice or a recommendation to make (or refrain from making) any investment
decision and may not be relied on as such, nor should it be taken as an indication or guarantee of any future performance, analysis, forecast or prediction. None
of the MSCI Parties shall have any liability for any errors or omissions in connection with any data or Information herein, or any liability for any direct, indirect,
special, punitive, consequential or any other damages (including lost profits) even if notified of the possibility of such damages.

Eastspring Investments, Inc
203 N LaSalle Street, Suite 2100
Chicago, IL 60601

Tel: +1 312 730 9600
eastspring.us/offshoreadvisor

Bangkok | Chicago | Ho Chi Minh City | Hong Kong | Jakarta | Kuala Lumpur | London | Luxembourg | Mumbai | Seoul | Shanghai | Singapore | Taipei | Tokyo
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